Abstract. Complex objects are often described by multiple representations modeling various aspects and using various feature transformations. To integrate all information into classification, the common way is to train a classifier on each representation and combine the results based on the local class probabilities. In this paper, we derive so-called confidence estimates for each of the classifiers reflecting the correctness of the local class prediction and use the prediction having the maximum confidence value. The confidence estimates are based on the distance to the class border and can be derived for various types of classifiers like support vector machines, k-nearest neighbor classifiers, Bayes classifiers, and decision trees. In our experimental results, we report encouraging results demonstrating a performance advantage of our new multi-represented classifier compared to standard methods based on confidence vectors.
Introduction
In many application areas such as multimedia, biology, and medicine, objects can be described in multiple ways. For example, images can be described by color histograms or texture features or proteins can be described by text annotations, sequence descriptions, and 3D shapes. To classify these multi-represented objects, it is often useful to integrate as much information as possible because the representation providing the best suitable object description might vary from object to object. A simple way to combine multiple representations would be to span a feature space with respect to all features occurring in some representation. However, this approach induces treating sparse dimensions such as word occurrences in the same way as color distributions or texture descriptions. Therefore, established methods for classifier combination, which is also called classifier fusion, train a classifier on each representation and derive a global class prediction based on the class probabilities of each of these classifiers.
In this paper, we introduce a new method for combining local class predictions based on so-called confidence estimates. A confidence estimate reflects the degree of reliability for the class prediction of a given classifier. In contrast, the probability distributions used in the established methods for building combined classifiers represent the likelihood that an object o belongs to any of the possible classes. The difference becomes clear when considering the following two-class case. A classic probability estimate for class c 1 of 40 % implies that it would be better to predict class c 2 which must have correspondingly a probability estimate of 60 %. On the other hand, a confidence estimate of the class decision for class c 1 of 40 % only implies that the result of the classifier is rather unreliable. In multi-class problems, the difference can be seen more easily because there is only 1 confidence estimate for the class decision and not a separated probability estimation for each of the classes. In this paper, we argue that reliable confidence estimates are easier to derive and that a confidence estimate yields enough information for learning powerful multi-represented classifiers.
A second advantage of the proposed method is that confidence estimates can be derived from multiple types of classifiers such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Bayes classifiers, k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) classifiers and decision trees. Since the principle idea of deriving confidence estimates is the same for each of these classifiers, the confidence estimates are directly comparable even for different types of classifiers trained on varying feature spaces. This is not necessarily the case for probability estimation because the idea behind approximating the class probabilities is often quite different for various classifiers. Thus, the semantic of the probabilities is not necessarily comparable leading to suboptimal classification results.
To derive confidence estimates, we introduce the concept of the confidence range of a decision. The confidence range is the smallest range inside which the classified object could be moved in order to be assigned to a different class. In other words, the confidence range corresponds to the distance of an object to the closest class border. Therefore, deriving confidence estimates from SVMs can be done in a straightforward way. However, there still exist major differences between the probability estimation for a SVM as proposed in [1] and the confidence estimate employed in this paper. First of all, it is possible to derive a confidence estimate of less than 50 % for the predicted class, if it is quite uncertain that the prediction is correct. Additionally, the method proposed in [1] yields a solution for probability estimation in two class problems while our method using confidence estimates can be applied to an arbitrary number of classes. For employing other classifiers than SVMs, we will provide algorithms for several wellestablished classification methods like Bayes classifiers, decision trees, and kNN classifiers for deriving confidence ranges. Afterwards the confidence ranges are used to calculate confidence estimates which are finally used to find the global class decision. The main contributions of this paper are:
-A new method for combining classifiers based on the confidence estimates instead of complete distribution vectors. -Methods for deriving confidence ranges for various classifiers such as decision trees, Bayes classifiers, or kNN classifiers. -Methods for learning a function that derives confidence estimates from the derived confidence ranges.
Our experimental evaluation illustrate the capability of our new approach to improve the classification accuracy compared to combined classifiers that employ distribution vectors.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work. In section 3, we introduce the general idea for our method of classifier combination. Afterwards, section 4 describes methods to derive confidence ranges for various classifiers and explains their use for deriving confidence estimates. The results of our experimental evaluation are shown in section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper with a summary and ideas for future work.
In general, methods that employ multiple learners to solve a common classification problem are known as ensemble learning. An overview over ensemble learning techniques can be found in [2] . Within the area of ensemble learning our work deals with the subarea of classifier combination. The aim of classifier combination is to use multiple independently trained classifiers and combine their results to increase the classification accuracy in comparison to the accuracy of a single classifier. Combining classifiers to learn from objects given by multiple representations has recently drawn some attention in the pattern recognition community [3] [4] [5] . The authors of [3] developed a theoretical framework for combining classifiers which use multiple pattern representations. Furthermore, the authors propose several combination strategies like max, min, and, product rule. [4] describes so-called decision templates for combining multiple classifiers. The decision templates employ the similarity between classifier output matrices. In [5] the author proposes a method of classifier fusion to combine the results from multiple classifiers for one and the same object. Furthermore, [5] surveys the four basic combination methods and introduces a combined learner to derive combination rules increasing classification accuracy. All methods mentioned above assume that a classifier provides reliable values of the posteriori probabilities for all classes. Techniques for deriving probability estimates from various classifiers can be found in [1, 6] . Learning reliable probability estimates and measuring their quality is a rather difficult task, because the training sets are labeled with classes and not with class probability vectors. In contrast to these solutions, we propose a method that calculates a single confidence estimate reflecting the correctness of each particular class decision. A related subarea of ensemble learning is co-training or co-learning which assumes a semi-supervised setting. The classification step of co-training employs multiple independent learners in order to annotate unlabeled data. [7] and [8] were the first publications that reported an increase of classification accuracy by employing multiple representations. The most important difference of co-learning approaches to our new approach of multi-represented classification is that we do not consider a semi-supervised setting. Additionally, co-training retrains its classifiers within several iterations whereas the classifiers in our approach are only trained once. Recently, methods of hyper kernel learning [9] were introduced that are also capable of employing several representation in order to learn a classifier. In contrast to our method the hyper kernel learners optimize the use of several kernels that can be based on multiple representations within one complex optimization problem which is usually quite difficult to solve.
Confidence Based Multi-Represented Classification
In this section we will specify the given task of multi-represented classification and describe our new approach of using a single confidence value for each representation to derive global class decisions.
A multi-represented object o is given by an n-tuple
. . × R n of feature vectors drawn from various feature spaces R i = F i ∪ {−}. F i denotes the corresponding feature space of representation i and "−" denotes that there is no object description for this representation. Missing representations are a quite common problem in many application areas and thus, should be considered when building a method. Obviously, for each object there has to be at least one o j = "−". For a given set of classes C = c i , . . . , c k , our classification task can be described in the following way. Given a training set of multi-represented objects T R ⊂ R 1 × . . . × R n , we first of all train a classifier CL i : R i → C for each representation. Afterwards, we train a confidence estimator CE CLi : R i → [0..1] based on a second training set T R conf for each classifier which predicts the confidence of the class decision CL i (o i ) for each object o i . Let us note that we employed cross validation for this second training since the number of training objects is usually limited. To combine these results, we employ the following combination method:
where o is an unknown data object.
In other words, we employ each classifier CL j (o) for deriving a class and afterwards determine the confidence of this class decision CE CLj (o). As a global result, we predict the class c i which was predicted by the classifier having the highest confidence estimate CE CLi (o). To handle unknown representations, we define CE CLj (−) = 0. Thus a missing representation cannot have the highest confidence value.
Deriving Confidence Estimates
After describing our general pattern for multi-represented classification, we now turn to describing the method for deriving the confidence estimates. The main idea of our proposed confidence estimation is that the larger the area around an object for which the class prediction does not change, the larger is the confidence for the class decision. In other words, the more we can alter the characteristics of an object without changing its class, the more typical is this object for the given class in the given feature space. The confidence range can be determined by calculating the distance of the classified object o to the closest class border. Let us note that we can apply this idea regardless of the used classification method. To formalize the area around each object for which the class prediction remains unchanged, we define the confidence range of an object as follows:
Definition 1. Let o ∈ F be a feature vector and let CL : F → C be a classifier w.r.t. the class set C. Then the confidence range CRange(o) is defined as follows:
The methods for deriving the confidence range are varying between the classification methods. For SVMs the method to extract a confidence range is straightforward. For the two-class case, we can use the output of the SVM as distance to the separating hyperplane. In the case of multi-class SVMs, the minimum distance to all of the used hyperplanes is considered. For other classification paradigms, the calculation is less straightforward. In general, the confidence range of an object o can be determined by taking the minimum distance for which the class prediction changes from class c pred to some other class c other . Thus, we can determine CRange(o) by:
where CRange c pred ,c other (o) is the distance of o to the class border between the predicted class c pred and the class c other . In the following, we will provide methods for approximating CRange(o) for three well-established classification methods.
Bayes Classification
For a Bayes classifier over a feature space F ⊆ R d , each class c is determined by a prior p(c) and a density function corresponding to p(x|c) where x ∈ F . The class having the highest value for p(c) · p(x|c) is predicted. Thus, for each class c other , we need to consider the following equation describing the class border between two classes:
To determine the distance of an object o to this class border, we need to solve the following optimization problem:
For example, the optimization problem for a general Gaussian distribution can be formulated as follows:
To solve this problem, we employed a gradient descent approach which is an iterative method for solving non linear optimization problems. Beginning at an initialized point, the direction of the steepest descent is determined. Then, a step in this direction is made whereas the step size is calculated by applying the Cauchy principle. The steps are repeated until the minimum is reached which usually occurs after a small number of iterations.
Decision Trees
For most decision trees, each node in the tree belongs to some discriminative function separating the training instances with respect to a single dimension of the feature space. Therefore, each leaf of a decision tree corresponds to a hyper rectangle. However, to determine CRange(o), it is not sufficient to calculate the minimum distance of o to the border of this hyper rectangle. If the neighboring leaf does correspond to the same class, the border of the leaf does not provide a class border. Therefore, for determining CRange(o), we need to find the distance of object o to the closest leaf belonging to any other class than c pred . To find this leaf node while traversing the tree for classification, we collect all subtrees that do not contain o, i.e. the subtrees that are omitted during the classification of o. Each of these subtrees is stored in a priority queue which is ordered by the minimum distance of o to any node of the subtree. After the classification algorithm reaches a leaf node (i.e. o is classified), we can process the priority queue containing the collected subtrees. If the first object in the queue is a leaf node, we determine whether the leaf corresponds to a class which is different to the class prediction. In this case, we can calculate CRange(o) as the distance of o to the boundaries of this leaf. Since the priority queue is ordered by the minimum distance to o, there cannot exist any other leaf with a boundary closer to o than the calculated CRange(o). If the top element of the queue is a subtree, we remove the tree from the queue and insert its descendants. Figure 1 illustrates an example for a small decision tree on the left side. The right side of Figure 1 describes the proposed algorithm in pseudo code. Let us note that calculating the minimum distance of o to any leaf node in the tree can be done by only considering the attributes which are encountered while traversing the tree. For each other attribute, the feature value of o must be contained within the range of the tree node.
kNN Classification
Though it is sufficient for finding an accurate class decision, determining the k nearest neighbors for an object o is not enough to determine CRange(o). Since the k nearest neighbors do not necessarily contain representative objects of each of the classes, finding the class border for a kNN classifier needs to consider additional objects belonging to each of the classes. If the number of considered neighbors is one, the class borders are described by Voronoi cells around the training objects. In this case, we can easily calculate CRange(o) on the basis of the particular CRange c pred ,c other (o). Thus, we only need to compare the distances to the class border which is determined by the nearest neighbor u c of the predicted class c to any nearest neighbor uĉ of the other classeŝ c. This distance can be calculated using the following lemma. 
A proof for this lemma can be found in [10] . Unfortunately, CRange c,other (o) is much more complicated to calculate for k > 1 because this would require to calculate Voronoi cells of the order k. Since this would cause a very time consuming calculations, we propose a heuristic method to approximate CRange(o) for the case of k > 1. The idea of our heuristic is to determine the set U k c consisting of the k closest objects for each class c. Note that the union of these sets obviously contains the k nearest neighbors as well. For each class, we now build the weighted centroid. The weights for determining the centroid are derived by the inverse squared distance to the classified object o, in order to mirror the well-known weighted decision rule for kNN classifiers. Formally, these class representatives are defined as follows:
After having calculated a representative for each class, we can proceed as in the case for k = 1. Let us note that using this heuristic, an object might have a negative distance to the class if it is placed on the wrong side of the estimated class border. However, this only occurs if the distance to the border is rather small and thus, the class decision is more or less unreliable.
From Ranges to Confidence Estimates
Our goal is to compare the results of various classifiers trained on varying feature spaces and employing various classification paradigms. However, the derived confidence ranges do not represent a comparable and accurate confidence estimate so far. To transform the confidence ranges into usable confidence estimates, we must cope with the following two problems. First the confidence ranges are distances in different feature spaces and thus, a comparably small distance in R 1 might induce a much higher confidence than a larger confidence range in representation R 2 . Obviously, we have to learn which confidence range induces a high likelihood for a correct class prediction. A second problem we have to cope with is noise. In a noisy representation, an object having a comparably high confidence range might still be classified with comparably low confidence. Therefore, the confidence estimates should mirror the global reliability of the classifier as well as the confidence range of the individual object.
In order to understand the relationship between confidence ranges and the reliability of the class prediction, we performed several experiments. First, we partitioned the training data of each representation into three folds. We used two folds to train the classifier and used the remaining fold, the test fold, for calculating the confidence ranges. Afterwards, we formed a curve expressing the accuracy of the class predictions for all objects having a smaller CRange(o) then the given x-value in the graph. More precisely, for each test object o a set of objects was determined containing all objects u in the test fold for which CRange(u) ≤ CRange(o). Then, the classification accuracy for each of these subsets was calculated providing the y-value for the x-value CRange(o). We observed small classification accuracies for subsets having a small maximal confidence range. The accuracy is improved with increasing maximal confidence range values and finally reaches the accuracy observed on the complete test set. Furthermore, the graph displayed a sigmoidal pattern, i.e. there is a range of values where a small increase of the confidence ranges results in a high increase of classification accuracy. The results of the above described experiments are presented in Figure 2 . The curve labeled with 'Measured' corresponds to these observed accuracy values while the curve labeled with 'Fitted' displays the function we will introduce in the following to model this behavior. As can be seen in Figure 2 , the measured values form a sigmoidal shape for all examined classification techniques. Based on these observations we developed a technique to calculate confidence estimates for each classifier. These confidence estimates range from 0 to 1 and thus, unlike confidence ranges, the confidence estimates are directly comparable to each other. Since the confidence estimates cannot become larger than the classification accuracy on the complete test set, the noise level in each representation is considered as well. In the following, the calculation of the confidence estimates is described in detail.
1. For a given classifier CL j , perform a 3-fold cross validation with the training data in order to yield confidence range/accuracy pairs as described above. 2. A suitable optimization algorithm (e.g. Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [11] ) is used to determine the parameters α j and β j that minimize the least squares error for the sigmoid target function accuracy
The derived confidence estimates are now used for classifier combination as described in section 3, i.e. the classification result based on the representation yielding the highest confidence estimate is used as the global prediction of the combined classifier.
Experimental Evaluation
For our experimental evaluation, we implemented our new method for classifier combination and confidence estimation in Java 1.5. All experiments were performed on a workstation featuring two Opteron processors and 8 GB main memory. For comparing our method to the established methods for classifier combination as described in [5] , we used the J48 (decision tree), Naive Bayes, SMO (SVM), and IBK (kNN classifier) classifiers provided by the WEKA machine learning package [12] . The WEKA implementation provides probabilities for each of the classes which were combined using the minimum, the maximum, the product, and average. For example, a joined confidence vector v is constructed by taking the average class probability for each class c i over all representation R j as ith component v i . For our confidence estimates we used the same classifiers and additionally implemented our new method. For fitting the sigmoid functions we used the method introduced in [11] . We tested our new ensemble method on 5 multi-represented data sets describing proteins (DS1-DS5). The 5 test beds consist of 19 to 113 Gene Ontology [13] classes. The corresponding objects were taken from the SWISS-PROT [14] protein database and consist of a text annotation and the amino acid sequence of the proteins. In order to obtain a flat class-system with sufficient training objects per class, the original data was adapted. We employed the approach described in [15] to extract features from the amino acid sequences. The basic idea is to use local (20 amino acids) and global (6 exchange groups) characteristics of a protein sequence. To construct a meaningful feature space, we formed all possible 2-grams for each kind of characteristic, which yielded the 436 dimensions of our sequence feature space. For text descriptions, we employed a TFIDF [16] vector for each description that was built of 100 extracted terms. Since these data sets could only be tackled by the more flexible SVMs and kNN classifiers, we could not test the Naive Bayes and the J48 decision tree classifiers on these problems. Therefore, by splitting the wave-5000 (DS7) and the sonar data set (DS6) from the well-known UCI machine learning repository [17] vertically, we generated two additional multirepresented. Thus, we derived for each data set two representations containing only half of the attributes of the original data set. An overview of our 7 test beds is given in Table 1 .
For our experiments, we first of all classified each representation separately using several classifiers. Afterwards, we combined the best classification method for each representation using our new method based on confidence estimates (CE-Comb.) and the 4 standard methods mentioned above which are based on probability vectors. For the UCI data sets, we tested only Naive Bayes and J48 because these data sets were chosen to provide an example for these two types of classifiers.
Our first result compares the classification accuracy of our new combination method with the classification accuracy achieved in the separated representations. Figure 3 displays the achieved classification accuracies. In all 7 data sets our new combination method achieved a higher classification accuracy than both corresponding classifiers which rely on only a single representation. Thus, using the additional information of both representations was always beneficial. In Table 2 we compare our new method to the established methods of classifier combination. The accuracies which where achieved using our confidence estimates are shown in the first row. For all data sets our new method for classifier combination outperforms the established approaches. The improvement by using our new combination method was up to 4 % in data sets DS3 and DS6. Let us note that the classifiers in each representation for all types of ensembles were always exactly the same. Thus, the improvement is achieved by the different combination method only. Our final result illustrates that the capability to combine classifiers of different types proves to be beneficial on real world data sets. We tested all possible combinations of SVMs and kNN classifiers for the 5 protein data sets. The results are displayed in Table  3 . For all data sets, the combination of using a linear SVM for text classification and a nearest neighbor classifier for sequence classification proved to yield the best accuracy. Thus, our new method is capable of exploiting different types of classifiers which often yields a better ensemble than using only classifiers of one and the same type.
Conclusions
In this paper we describe a new method for classifier combination. The two main aspects of our new approach are the following. First of all, the global class decision is not dependent on complete probability distributions over all classes but depends only on a confidence estimate that the given classification result is indeed correct. The second aspect is that the used confidence estimates are not limited to a particular type of classifier. By introducing the general concept of confidence ranges, it is possible to generate comparable confidence estimates for different types of classifiers and varying feature spaces. To derive these confidence estimates, we provide algorithms to calculate confidence ranges for kNN classifiers, decision trees, and Bayes classifiers. The confidence ranges are transformed into meaningful confidence estimates using a trained sigmoid function. Our experimental evaluation shows that our new method is capable of outperforming established methods based on probability vectors. Additionally, we observed that it is sometimes indeed useful to use different types of classifiers for classifying different representations.
In our future work, we are going to extend our new idea for classifier combination to other methods of ensemble learning like co-training. Measuring the agreement between the used classifiers by means of our new confidence estimates might yield an improvement compared to established methods using probability vectors.
